Blizzard Skis
Skis: The new Rustler 10 with Carbon Flipcore D.R.T. is the ski of
choice for those looking to have fun while pushing themselves to
ski better and explore all corners of the hill in any snow conditions.
D.R.T. construction allows the skis to be playful, forgiving and
versatile, with ultimate stability underfoot, letting today’s freeride
skier play with the terrain and snow any way they want. Free to
Fun.
Custom Model based on Blizzard's new Rustler 10 chassis dimensions 133/102/122
The new Rustler 10 with Carbon Flipcore D.R.T. is the ski of choice for those looking to have fun while pushing
themselves to ski better and explore all corners of the hill in any snow conditions.
Available lengths:
• Womens:
• Men's:

156cm , 164cm and 172cm (wms specific construction)
172cm, 180cm, and 188cm

Bindings Available:
• Marker Squire - DIN 3-11
• Marker Griffon ID - DIN 4-13
• King Pin 13 - Touring - DIN 6-13

Price for Investors : $133
Price for Investors: $173
Price for Investors: $467

Lib Tech Snowboards
Boards: Designed to be a one board quiver the Attack Banana
is the perfect all season all terrain snowboard. Directional
twin geometries combined with C2 camber hybrid contours
give it great float while the snow is stacking early season and
through winter. C2’s full contact rocker camber blend and
Magnetraction serrated edge technology give it amazing
carving edge hold on groomers and make even an icy day
epic. Handcrafted Near Canada in the USA.

Custom model based on the Lib Tech Attack Banana HP The Attack Banana EC2 snowboard has enough pop and
stability to stomp anything, excellent in the park, carves the groomers and ice and effortlessly floats the pow.
Available lengths:
• Women’s:
• Men's:

151cm Narrow, and 153cm Regular
156cm, 159cm and 161cm Wide Body.

Bindings Available:
• Bent Metal - Transfer

Price for Investors: $295

Limited Edition Artwork:
This custom curated artwork for these boards and skis will be unique to investors of RED only. Our team will
present the Artwork and sizing options in January 2018 at which time qualified Investors are to choose their
selected ski or snowboard. RED is currently working towards two different styles of custom artwork that will be
available in both the ski offering and snowboard offering.
NOTE: Minimum quantities are needed per size in both ski and snowboard production. The minimum number of
ordered units needed in each size for production is 50. Should an Investor choose a model where minimums have
not been achieved, they will be informed and offered another size in lieu of their original selection. This is subject
to change based on, amongst other things, further discussions with the manufacturers and other suppliers.

